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One of 2013's most unexpected successes, David Beckett's hit mystery-adventure, described by critics as
"cool" (Westlake Magazine), "thrilling" (Cambridge Day), "inventive" (Hills and Heights), and "dazzling"
(Helotes Weekly), bears some resemblance to Dan Brown's bestseller The Da Vinci Code. Yet Beckett's work
has been lauded as stylistically superior, winning the selective IPBA's Silver Medal for "Suspense/Thriller"
novels. A fusion of the popular treasure hunt, historical fiction, and techno-thriller genres, The Cana Mystery
became Amazon's No. 1 kindle download just six weeks after its record-breaking U.S. bookstore debut. The
book's plot tracks a brilliant American grad student, Ava Fischer, summoned from her studies in Boston to
solve an ancient puzzle. Reunited with an old flame, Ava is chased from Yemen to Egypt to Malta and,
finally, to Italy. The couple must rely on their wits as they struggle to stay alive and escape a mélange of
murderous terrorists, evil drug lords, and other ruthless villains. The meticulously-researched plot involves
Pope Benedict's resignation and Pope Francis' election, set against a backdrop that spans centuries. Real-
world dramatis personae, plucked from the annals of history, play crucial roles. Jim Adair, PhD, professor of
literature and executive editor of Voices de la Luna, praised the novel's "action-packed story, chock full of
both history and modern technology!" Despite thrilling action sequences and chase scenes reviewers have
likened to both National Treasure and Raiders of the Lost Ark, Beckett's tale omits gratuitous sex and gore.
The book has, consequently, been embraced as a rare, family-friendly thriller. Lake Travis Life praised it as
"an engrossing adventure tale that's garnered rave reviews and enjoyed immediate popularity." San Antonio
Express-News Book Editor Steve Bennett enthusiastically recommended Beckett's work, hailing its "rapidly
paced adventure" and "well-rounded protagonists." Dr. Jeff Mirus (Ph.D. Intellectual History, Princeton,
1973) recommended The Cana Mystery, calling it "quite good" and "thoroughly engaging" thanks to its "deft
plot and strong characters."

Public support was even more effusive. Ebay ranked The Cana Mystery 4th on its list of "Top Ten Mystery
Books" and, on the website Goodreads, members voted The Cana Mystery 2013's 5th best thriller, 8th best
overall book with "strong women characters," and #1 recommended book for "intelligent teens." To date,
600 Goodreads members have reviewed Beckett's work, with 89% leaving positive feedback. Anna Dobritt
wrote, "A very good book and cast of characters. The plot was very interesting and held my attention. This is
a book I would read again," while "Serenity," one of 160 Amazon reviewers giving 5/5 stars, opined: "The
Cana Mystery artfully weaves history, religion, philosophy, archaeology, mystery and adventure into an
excellent novel. This book is one that is very hard to put down." Released by Tuscany Press of
Massachusetts, USA.
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From reader reviews:

Marlene Childs:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the e-book entitled The Cana Mystery. Try to make the book The Cana Mystery as your
friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside associated with course make
you smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , let us make new experience and also knowledge with
this book.

Bruce Jackson:

Here thing why this kind of The Cana Mystery are different and reputable to be yours. First of all looking at
a book is good but it really depends in the content of computer which is the content is as yummy as food or
not. The Cana Mystery giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any book out there
but there is no guide that similar with The Cana Mystery. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your
personal eyes about the thing in which happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you.
You can actually bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your technique home by train. If you
are having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Cana Mystery in e-book can be
your alternate.

Alice Winfield:

The ability that you get from The Cana Mystery is the more deep you looking the information that hide
inside words the more you get serious about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know but
The Cana Mystery giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in certain way
that can be understood by anyone who read this because the author of this book is well-known enough. That
book also makes your vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then can go with you, both
in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having that The Cana Mystery instantly.

Matthew Haley:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our expertise for everything. By a book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year had
been exactly added. This publication The Cana Mystery was filled about science. Spend your extra time to
add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has various feel when they reading the
book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a guide. In the modern era
like today, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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